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Since 2003 - Our Goal- “Children’s lives being made whole thru family love and care”
Riley n Kara
from Spokane
teachers with
hearts to help!!

Cindy, Pennie, Chelsea, Natasha, and Kara

Container from our UK Tiyamike
family loaded with school equipment
and so much more !!! YEEHAW !!
The Amazing “Mercy and Truth Medical Missions Team” from Kansas n USA.

Jesus video in local language !!!

A report sent to MTMM (International Director)
Dear Cindy, What a pleasure to share the report of those who
invited our Lord Jesus into their lives during the outreach the beginning of August. **Thursday was a fairly normal day (if there is such
a thing on outreach). It was towards the later afternoon and I was
doing my job of tapering off the crowds and trying to discern who
was really needing health care and those who were wanting medications for later use or even sale.
Always a chore and not one I enjoy however so needed. There was one older lady , her name we
found out during the interaction is Diana. Diana is probably 65 to 70 years old. She was adamant
that she was going to have pain medication. Her words were “I will stay here until heaven comes!!” I
caught the words and then spoke to her saying “ Agogo (Grandmother) do you know about heaven ?
from your words it seems not?” I asked her if she was ready to go to heaven and the discussion went on until we
came to her willing to receive Jesus. I am always making an effort to make sure it is as real a decision as possible.
We then prayed for Diana and she was freed from all pain! It was comical as she then asked for pain medicine in
case the pain came back.. and so we did some teaching. Well there were many listening to our conversation and I
then asked all who really wanted to receive Jesus into their hearts and lives to come into a circle holding hands.
There were about 25 or maybe more who came into the circle all of us holding hands. Again I spoke clearly regarding
what they were doing. It was incredible and we ended up dancing in a hand holding circle singing Zikomo Yesu
(thankyou Jesus) first one way then back the other way…. It culminated in all hands joined and raised in the air coming to the center with a shout of Halleluiah. Diana kept up her quest for pain medicine in case the pain came back and
as I would point and laughingly indicate out of the line-up she would smile and
move out. I slipped(without others seeing) a gift of money into her hand just as Patient Tally
we were leaving. A sister I hope to see in heaven one day. So the next day an 7/28-7/30 189 (Tiyamike chiloutreach which was at the end of a sometimes bone jarring ride over rocks and dren, staff and family/
hills for at least an hour and a half to a village which had little medical assisDate # Patients Place
tance due to the road and distance. We showed the “Jesus film” in the local
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language, Chichewa, and after showing it a couple times, once again we asked 7/31
Ulcers .. how many wanted to accept this Jesus into their hearts and made clear what
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their decision was. Again we ended in a circle and
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prayed together and again 20 or more people. Not
only were the people, about 1400 in all, encouraged 8/3
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and loved thru medical assistance by the team… but
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at least 40 if not 50 plus accepted the carpenter from
(plus LOTS that were not
Galilee now reigning on high as their life changing
Lord and Savior. And so … Thank you Holy Spirit for counted at the end that received hygiene products your direction and leading what a wonder-full life we
have walking with you.
Total 1386+

Thanku, always grace n love. Pam, Will & Mary
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